"Magic" is the word to describe the fabulous Fifth Anniversary Edition of the Canadian Children's Annual.

The amazing Flyfoot Flannigan walks on walls; Crispin makes a fortune performing miracles; San-Nian turns men into donkeys; and Camillo Groundwater seems to know the secret to eternal life . . . "Magic Stones" reveals the mysteries of birthstones; "Merlin's Magic" is explored in a stunning full colour poster by Martin Springett. The reader turns magician by learning how to analyse dreams, how to convert driftwood into treasure, and how to turn a 14 foot boa constrictor into a house guest.

And how to describe "Secrets", the incredible cover painting by Jeremy Smith which took nearly a year to paint? Magic! Still 176 Pages Still $4.95 (paperback)

Why not complete your collection of Canadian Children's Annuals?

Canadian Children's Annual 1975 $6.95
Canadian Children's Annual 1976 $4.95
Canadian Children's Annual 1977 Paperback $4.95  Hard cover $8.95
Canadian Children's Annual 1978 Paperback $4.95  Hard cover $8.95

Watch for the Canadian Children's Annual Calendar 1979.
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